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Tutor report 
  

Student name  Karina Lozovaia Student number   513153 

Course/Module Illustration 1 Assignment number   One 
 
 
The first part of the course focused on getting started. Overall you have made a 
great start, demonstrating some capable drafting skills and conceptual thought.  
You show excellent potential to succeed on the course at a high level if you 
continue to develop your image making skills alongside an increasingly analytical 
approach to your studies. 
 
Overall Comments 
 
The first exercise explored how illustration has evolved over the last 50 years by 
identifying and exploring the differences between a range of past and 
contemporary illustrators.  You approached the task intelligently, reviewing the 
range of illustrators before picking two. Your test drawings demonstrate a good 
attitude to drafting and exploring. Your final illustrations are skillful and 
demonstrate a good eye for replication. It would be good in future to see the visual 
references you used for constructing your images – eg. where did you get your 
references for the girl/hat and the girl/fish, or did you draw these you’re your 
imagination? 
 
The Getting The Gist exercise asked you to condense some chosen text into 
keywords and have a go at illustrating these. Again you’ve approached the task 
with a good mixture of visual and conceptual development. Your “Droste” concept 
is strong and communicates ‘sameness’ and I am impressed by this solution. If I 
were picky, I would suggest that what’s missing is a sense of generational sameness; 
of something being appropriated – perhaps if the image was repeated but the 
style/age of the television changed consecutively, you would get a sense of looking 
at the same thing through different eras?  
 
Assessment potential 
 
You have already informed us that you want to get credit for your achievements 
with the OCA through formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of 
the course. You are on track for this and as the course progresses I will give you 
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more indepth feedback about how well your work meets the assessment 
requirements. 
 
Assessment Criteria 
 
The Visual Communications degree has overarching assessment criteria that link to 
the course and trace the development of your work. At level one these criteria are: 
 

• Creative and analytical thinking (40%) 
Analysing information, formulating independent judgments; employing 
creativity in the process of investigating, visualising and/or making, 
developing a personal voice.  

• Research and idea development (20%) 
Sourcing and assimilating research material; and using visual language to 
investigate, test, interpret, and develop ideas.  

• Visual and Technical Skills (20%) 
Using materials, techniques, technologies, and visual language to 
communicate ideas and information.  

• Context (20%) 
Awareness of critical, contextual, historical, professional, and/or emerging 
contexts; and personal and professional development.  

 
Your Tutor Report feedback will make reference to these criteria and give you a 
broad sense of how your exercise and assignment work, learning log and 
sketchbooks are meeting them. 
 
Feedback on assignment  
 
Assignment one asked you to create a greetings card that introduced yourself and 
your work. Overall you have approached this with a high level of consideration and 
a strong concept.  
 
I think the personal nature of this task makes it the most challenging but you have 
persevered to create something that’s aloof and yet shrewd. The idea that you’ve 
yet to fully discover yourself is astute and using grattage as a device for this is 
clever and effective. I wonder if your image might be too fully formed though?  
Would the final piece have communicated better if the image looked like there was 
still some more to be scratched off / revealed? Be mindful that when reading 
images sometimes the medium can be lost – how do you keep this present? Did 
the scraper tool need to be referenced too? Or if this were a greetings card to be 
sent through the post, would it have come as a black card for me to reveal the 
image underneath? How could you have also used the mechanism of the card to 
say more – an introductory poem or words inside to clarify the concept perhaps?  
 
This is a good outcome for your initial assignment with all the ingredients 
demonstrated for a high level final solution, my suggestions are mainly here for 
you to consider the full potential for executing the valuable ideas that have been 
uncovered through your hard work.   
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Sketchbooks  
 
Keeping sketchbooks and a learning log is an integral part of this and every other 
OCA course, not only because they constitute 20% of your marks if you choose to 
have your work formally assessed but they are also an excellent way to document 
and reflect on your development.  
 
Your blog shows you are clearly testing your ideas before approaching your final 
outcomes, though I think it could reveal more of your sketchbook – currently your 
sketches are very clean and well presented. You should also work towards being 
comfortable with sharing your notes, quicker messier sketches and initial ideas 
more. Aim towards a less reserved sketchbook ; a place not just for beautiful 
imagery but somewhere safe to draw uninhibited and you will be rewarded 
through a drawing style that feels more free and less restrained. 
 
 
Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays  
 
Your learning log is well ordered and very easy to navigate. You explain your ideas 
and how you arrived at them clearly and with good reasoning. You also discuss 
how you have improved your ideas and imagery throughout each task. I would 
recommend that you also critique the work once it’s finished.  Aim towards writing 
more in-depth evaluations both during and at the end of each task; These should 
cover everything you’ve learnt including new processes, how you think this 
learning might benefit you in the future and discoveries about your own tastes, 
personal preferences or emergent areas of interest or themes for your work.  
 
 
Suggested viewing/reading  
 
You might like to look at the following artists who draw either the female form or 
quite nostalgic imagery: Phoebe Wahl, Emily Sutton, Lizzy, Stewart, Laura 
Callaghan, Tara McPherson.  
 
You can access the the Association of Illustrator’s members area here : 
http://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-library/association-illustrators-
membership-email 
 
I’d also encourage you to keep looking at the  WeAreOCA blog at 
http://www.weareoca.com/ or browse through other students work on the OCA 
Student Site http://oca-student.com/. I also think other’s may really appreciate 
seeing you work and you could consider sharing it for critique or join some of the 
forum debates that often contain links to relevant reading and viewing. 
 
If this is your first OCA course, and if you haven’t done so already, it's advisable to 
take The Introduction to Studying HE course. It's designed to introduce you to 
some important concepts and practical techniques that will help you as you 
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prepare to study in HE. The course is available on the OCA website and should take 
you between five and ten hours to complete. 
 
 
Pointers for the next assignment 
 
The next part of the course focuses on developing your ideas through a creative 
process, from a brief to your finished illustrations. This is an opportunity for you to 
progress and use drawing as a way of developing your initial ideas. You should use 
it as a chance to broaden the reference material you’re drawing from, develop your 
sketchbook and increase you critical engagement through your writing and 
evaluations.   
 
 
 
Tutor name:  Beth Dawson 
Date  20/05/2015 
Next assignment due 29/08/2015 
 


